COMPOSE CONNECTIONS™
®

As organizations shift from individual workspaces to more collaborative spaces, it’s
important to support people’s needs for choice and user control in the workspace.
Compose Connections is a spine-based system that pivots from the dimensional logic
of Compose systems and Integrated Palette™ elements to create an exceptionally
flexible solution for today’s ever-changing work environment. It is designed to
optimize the efficiency and reconfigurability of spine-based planning paradigms
by decoupling the utility infrastructure from the worksurface components.

Haworth Design Studio
Drawing from resources and knowledge around the world, the Haworth
Design Studio collaborates with research and development partners to
identify, develop, and launch new and breakthrough innovations. With
design centers in three key locations—China, Germany, and the United
States—the team focuses on creating multi-generational products and
global platforms designed with regional needs and preferences in mind.
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Culture, Community, Comfort:
People Make the Place.

COMPOSE CONNECTIONS™
®

++ Power and data are easily accessible from the spine, so
people can move from task to task without wasting time
seeking connection ports.
++ Compose Connections can be freestanding—so your
power path doesn’t have to follow placement of tables. It’s
an efficient way to supply power and data in an open plan.
++ Compose Connections lets you arrange height-adjustable,
fixed height, and mobile tables in a variety of collaborative
or touchdown applications to address ergonomic and
workstyle needs.
++ With so many workstation options, individuals have greater
user control over their workspace.
++ Haworth’s Active Components™ , X Series® storage
components, and Belong™ accessories physically connect
and integrate with Compose Connections, providing
choices for people to stow and organize personal items and
work materials.
++ Space planners have the convenience to plan like a system
application, with the open look and feel of desking.
++ The Intuity™ rail with functional top cap offers a 2-inch inset to
support worksurfaces—both individual and common tops.
++ The Work Rail offers a robust inset to support worksurfaces—
both individual and common tops, the Intuity™ screens,
and elements of the Active Components product line.
++ Compose Connections is raised up off the floor like a postand-beam system, presenting a more progressive look—
for a subtle, light scale transition from a traditional panel
environment.
++ As part of Haworth’s Integrated Palette™, Compose
Connections provides an adaptable kit of parts that
physically connects and integrates with other Haworth
product platforms to support organizations’ needs for
design freedom and future assurance.
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Statement of Line
• Compose Connections introduces a number of fresh new
components to the Compose product line that allow a variety of
relevant and flexible applications.

Finishes
• Leverages Compose finish logic.

